
Colorectal cancer is the third most common
type of cancer in Western countries. In
2012 alone, an estimated 23 300 Canadi-

ans received a diagnosis of colorectal cancer and
9200 died from it.1 Of the patients who receive a
diagnosis, about one-third will have metastasis
confined to the liver,2 but only 10%–25% of these
patients will be surgical candidates based on the
extent of their disease.3 The remainder of patients
with metastasis confined to the liver are not con-
sidered surgical candidates because removal of the
extensive tumour load would result in a very small
liver remnant, with ensuing liver failure, hepatic
en cephalopathy and eventual death. Yet, patients
with advanced liver tumours from metastatic colo -
rectal cancer who would previously have been
considered for palliative care may now have an
option for surgical treatment intended to cure.

Traditional treatment for extensive tumour
load of the liver has been neoadjuvant chemother-
apy, followed by two stages of surgery. The first
stage of surgery involves occlusion of the portal
vein feeding the diseased segment of the liver by
either embolization or ligation. This induces
hypertrophy of the future contralateral healthy

liver remnant supplied by the remaining portal
vein, so that the second stage (hepatectomy of
the diseased liver) does not result in complete
liver failure. In a liver exposed to chemotherapy,
a future liver remnant of at least 30% of total
liver volume is generally considered necessary to
prevent postoperative liver failure.4 A study by
Shindoh and colleagues4 involving 194 patients
showed a 10% rate of postoperative liver failure
when this target was achieved. Unfortunately,
this traditional technique requires about two
months to generate the required hypertrophy.
During this time, one-third of patients will either
have further tumour progression or will not have
sufficient hypertrophy of the healthy liver.5

Recently, an innovative procedure known as
an associating liver partition with portal vein
 ligation for staged hepatectomy (ALPPS) has
become available in Canada. The goal of this
procedure is to remove all liver disease within
one week and prevent postoperative liver failure.

What is the procedure?

The ALPPS procedure is similar to traditional
treatment in that it is a two-staged procedure for
patients requiring extensive hepatectomy that
would result in a future liver remnant less than
30% of total liver volume.6 Stage 1 involves sur-
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• Extensive liver metastasis limits options for surgical treatment.

• A procedure known as associating liver partition with portal vein
ligation for staged hepatectomy (ALPPS) increases surgical candidacy,
lowers risk of postoperative liver failure and decreases the risk of
disease progression.

• Further study is required before the technique can be widely
recommended.
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Figure 1: The eight segments of the liver. Only seg-
ments I and IV are tumour free in this diagram.

See the following video online: 
Associating liver partition with portal vein ligation for staged
hepatectomy. www.youtube.com /watch ?v =V QuegI _wGhk
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gical removal of any diseased tissue in the left
lateral segments of the liver (Figure 1). Next, the
right portal vein is selectively ligated, followed

by surgical partition of the liver through its
parenchyma. The right deportalized hemiliver is
now only supplied by its hepatic artery and
drained by its respective hepatic veins. This
allows it to behave as an auxiliary liver, thus
maintaining liver synthetic function and avoiding
liver failure during the one-week interval before
it is removed. We believe that the liver partition
in ALPPS is responsible for the rapid hypertro-
phy, because, in contrast to traditional treatment,
it prevents any collateral portal blood flow
between the two sides of the liver. The future
liver remnant thus receives 100% of portal in -
flow, stimulating the rapid hypertrophy that we
observe within one week. In the second stage,
the patient returns to surgery to have the tumour-
filled, deportalized hemiliver removed, without
subsequent postoperative liver failure.6 Box 1
describes a case in which this procedure was
used. A video describing this procedure is avail-
able at www.youtube.com /watch ?v =V QuegI
_wGhk.

The technique prevents tumour progression
and reduces the risk of postoperative liver fail-
ure, while allowing return to potential adjuvant
chemotherapy sooner.6

Who is eligible?

In patients with primary or secondary liver
tumours that are initially unresectable because of
a future liver remnant of less than 30% of total
liver volume, an ALPPS procedure may be con-
sidered after discussion at a multidisciplinary
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Box 1: Case description 

To illustrate the procedure known as associating liver partition with portal
vein ligation for staged hepatectomy (ALPPS), we describe a case in which
we successfully completed this innovative technique. Our patient had
sigmoid adenocarcinoma and advanced liver metastasis, deemed
unresectable by three academic centres. The only liver segments free of
tumour were segments I and IV (Figure 1).

The patient underwent six cycles of chemotherapy for downsizing of the
tumour load. Computed tomography (CT) (Figure 2A) identified the volume
of tumour-free liver as only 16% of total liver volume, which would be
insufficient as a remnant.

The primary tumour showed a good response to chemotherapy and,
because there was no evidence of bowel obstruction or bleeding, we
decided to remove the liver metastasis first, followed by resection of the
primary colon tumour at a later date. A modified ALPPS procedure was
performed with the aim of preserving the tumour-free segments I and IV. In
stage 1, we completely resected the left lateral segments (II and III), and
ligated the right portal vein. We then partitioned the liver along the Cantlie
line, between the diseased right lobe and the remaining segment IV, to
complete stage 1 (Figure 3).

Seven days after the first stage, CT showed hypertrophy of 93% of the
healthy remnant, which nearly doubled in size to 31% of total liver volume
(Figure 2B).

Stage 2 of the ALPPS procedure involved completion of the right
hepatectomy (Figure 4). The surgery was successful, although transient
cholestasis developed (bilirubin < 120 mmol/L), which resolved in four weeks
with good liver synthetic function (international normalized ratio 1.2–1.4).
The colorectal surgery was completed seven weeks later with no
complications, allowing quick return to chemotherapy. At 18 months, there
was no evidence of cancer recurrence.

Figure 2: (A) Computed tomographic (CT) image of the abdomen showing widespread liver metastasis in a patient with a primary
adeno carcinoma of the sigmoid colon. The only disease-free segments are I and IV (outlined in red). This will become the future liver
remnant. (B) One week after stage 1, CT imaging showed substantial hypertrophy of the future liver remnant (outlined in red), which
nearly doubled in size to 31% of total liver volume.
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tumour board.7,8 These patients must be deemed
medically fit by an anesthesiologist and internal
medicine specialist to withstand the back-to-back
major abdominal surgeries involved. Previous
chemotherapy is not a contraindication; however,
caution should be taken if the patient has received
more than eight cycles (i.e., because of increased
risk of liver toxicity). Because this surgery is in -
tended to cure, patients with major extrahepatic
disease that is not amenable to treatment would
not be considered candidates.7,8

What are the possible harms?

The complications associated with an ALPPS
procedure mimic those of a traditional extended
surgical resection, but it is believed that the
chances of postoperative liver failure are lower.
A case series by Schnitzbauer and colleagues7

involving 25 patients reported 12% mortality,
with all deaths occurring after the second phase
of this complex procedure. This study included
patients who had a variety of primary tumours,
including cholangiocarcinomas and ovarian can-
cer, which may have affected the outcomes. Fur-
thermore, as with any new surgical technique,
there is a steep learning curve. It is expected that
with surgeon experience, complications will
decrease. We believe the strongest factors associ-
ated with poor outcomes are patient selection
and surgical technique.7

There is an ongoing case series involving
15 pa tients with liver metastasis from colorectal
cancer at our centre. It is too early to analyze
long-term oncological results; however, our early
re sults show 100% survival with 13% recurrence
at a median follow-up of nine months. We have
experienced a major morbidity rate of 30%, which
includes one abdominal wall dehiscence, two
intra-abdominal abscesses requiring percutaneous
drainage and three cases of prolonged nonobstruc-
tive jaundice that resolved within six weeks.

Finally, traditional approaches require a per-
cutaneous embolization of the portal vein, as
well as one laparotomy. The ALPPS procedure
requires two separate laparotomies, which fur-
ther increases risks associated with major surgery
and general anesthesia.9

What is the evidence so far?

The ALPPS technique has been shown to induce
hypertrophy of the future liver remnant that is
more robust than with other techniques. Authors
have reported a 74% volume increase of the rem-
nant in a mean of nine days.7 The ALPPS pro -
cedure has also been compared with the well-
 established technique of portal vein embolization/

ligation (PVE/PVL).10 These comparisons have
shown that 79% of patients undergoing ALPPS
achieved cancer-free resection at three months
compared with 58% in the PVE/PVL arm (odds
ratio 2.80, confidence interval 1.12–6.98, p =
0.027). Volume increases per day were 11 times
more rapid with ALPPS (34.8, interquartile
range [IQR] 26.4–48.5, cc/d) than with
PVE/PVL (2.8, IQR 1.7–5.8, cc/d; p = 0.001).
Mortality after nine days was 14.6% with
ALPPS and 6.0% with PVE/PVL (p = 0.20).10

Because the procedure is relatively new, most
publications have been case series or retrospec-
tive comparisons.
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Figure 3: Operative image during stage 1 showing (from the reader’s left to
right) the right lobe of the liver (segments V–VIII), which will remain parti-
tioned in situ until its removal during stage 2; the healthy future liver remnant
(segment IV); and the diseased left lateral segments (II and III), which will be
removed during completion of stage 1.

Figure 4: Operative image of the healthy, hypertrophied liver remnant after
completion of stage 2.
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What can we expect in the future?

Because of the technical complexity of ALPPS
surgery, it is likely that this technique will con-
tinue to be done only in specialized centres with
adequate expertise. Nevertheless, the technique
is being used worldwide, with more than
200 cases registered with the ALPPS registry
(www .alpps .net/?q = registry).

A recent review by Donati and colleagues11

summarized the available ALPPS case series,
and concluded that multicentre randomized con-
trolled trials with longer follow-up attempting to
delineate the role of ALPPS in liver surgery are
required. In Canada, the London Health Sciences
Centre is participating in research studies with
this goal in mind.
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